
   
    

Oxbow, in conjunction with AEMV, is proud to 
present the Oxbow Exotic Mammal Health Award, 

an annual award to recognize excellence and 
innovation in the field of exotic mammal health. 
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Nominations may be based on a sustained effort or an extraordinary single 
achievement in any or all of the following areas of exotic mammal care:

•   LEADERSHIP within the exotic mammal veterinary community

•   EDUCATION of students, veterinarians or the public in regard 
      to exotic mammals

•  RESEARCH that expands our knowledge and 
      understanding of exotic mammals

•  INNOVATION of products or ideas that impact the  
      exotic mammal field

•  ADVOCACY  for the field of exotic mammal 
      veterinary medicine
Please note: nominations are judged based on merit, qualifications 
and contributions, not necessarily on the number of nominations received.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

NOMINATIONS ARE DUE 
Submit a CV and letter of recommendation 
describing the individual’s contributions to the 
field of exotic mammal health by June 1, 2014.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS TO
Oxbow Animal Health, Attn: EMH Award
29012 Mill Road Murdock, NE 68407 

or by email to: emhaward@oxbowanimalhealth.com.

2014
The Quest is a contemporary sculpture designed by Oxbow Animal 
Health to represent the journey of the animal health professional.  At the heart of The Quest 
is a structure resembling the serpent-encircled staff of Asclepius, Greek god of Healing and 
international symbol of medicine.  The upward spiral also represents the quest of veterinary 
professionals as they seek to fulfill the tenets of the Veterinarian’s Oath.  Framing the spiral 
are three interlocking spheres, each one symbolizing an important facet of the professional 
quest:  to promote animal health, to advance medical knowledge, and to benefit society.

•   $1,000 cash award

•   The Quest: A highly symbolic, contemporary sculpture commissioned
      by Oxbow to commemorate the recipient’s achievement

•    A travel and registration stipend to help cover expenses associated   
      with attending the AEMV conference (up to $1000). Recipients must  
      be available and willing to attend a presentation ceremony at the  
      annual conference and participate in other recognition activities.
 
   

AWARD BENEFITS

Trust those who know.  Trust Oxbow. 
Oxbow Animal Health • Murdock, NE • www.oxbowanimalhealth.com • 800-249-0366 • Made in the USA


